PROGRAM A
Wednesday, March 23rd, 2022

PROGRAM B
Wednesday, March 30th, 2022

PROGRAM C
Wednesday, April 6th, 2022
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ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Denise Fujiwara
GENERAL MANAGER
Ariana Shaw
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Jasmine Au
VIDEO EDITOR
Phoebe Sequino
LIVESTREAM TECHNICIAN
Gil Ruston
BOOKKEEPER
Karen Bennedsen
NEW MOVES SELECTION COMMITTEE
Sze-Yang Ade-Lam, Denise Fujiwara, Queenie Seguban
ALUMNI SELECTION COMMITTEE
Denise Fujiwara, Neena Jayarajan, Phil Kim, Natalie Tin Yin Gan
PROGRAM INTROS FILM + EDITING
Phil Kim, Films by Fenton, Phoebe Sequino
POST-SHOW TALK MODERATORS
Natalie Tin Yin Gan, Kunji Ikeda, Michael Caldwell
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Coman Poon (President), David Norsworthy, Brandy Leary

CanAsian Dance is based in Tkaronto, colonially known as Toronto, which is the Mohawk name for the place in the
water where the trees are standing. We respectfully acknowledge, that the land we live and dance on, is the
traditional territory of many nations including the Mississaugas of the Credit, the Anishnabeg, the Chippewa, the
Haudenosaunee, and the Wendat peoples and is now home to many diverse First Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples.
canasiandance.com
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PROGRAM A
Vasantham
aWokening
moth
I AM HERE

PROGRAM B
Shù (Tree)
Self-Portraits with Amrita
Wabi-Sabi
Bahala Na

PROGRAM C
Answer
Elemental
A Freckle
Spells for Chinatown
Noppera-Bō
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ABOUT

CanAsian Dance Festival 25!
2022 is CanAsian Dance's 25th Anniversary!
We're celebrating with a virtual multi-week festival featuring 3 diverse programs.
Presenting world premieres by commissioned choreographers from our New Moves: Short Digital Dance
Works program, and recent digital dance works from our past talented Alumni - artists from our previous 25
years.

ABOUT

New Moves - Short Digital Dance Works Program
CanAsian Dance is proud to present the three talented, emerging choreographers that have received
commissions in our New Moves - Short Digital Dance Works program.
They are:
Ashvini Sundaram (Vancouver/Toronto) working with Dramaturg Karen Kaeja
Mary-Lee Brunet (Montreal) working with Dramaturg Handy Yacinthe
Ian Simon (Toronto) working with Dramaturg Nina Lee Aquino
The New Moves program is made possible with the generous support of TD Bank Group.

canasiandance.com
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Vasantham
New Moves - Short Digital Dance Works Commission
Choreographer, Performer & Producer

Ashvini Sundaram

Director and Editor

Allison Hrabluik

Director of Photography

Robert Mentov

Gaffer

Ivan Verlaan

Music Composer

Kalaisan Kalaichelvan

Dramaturg

Karen Kaeja

Assistant Director

Arpita Bajpeyi

Production Assistant

Aarathi Sundaram

Jathi composition by

Karaikudi Sivakumar,
borrowed from Rama Vaidyanathan’s
Reetigowla Varnam
Through this work, I investigate my current relationship with
Varnam, a specialized repertory item in Bharatanatyam
dance. The Varnam, embodied by thousands of women
over two centuries, is about unrequited love. It is about
unfulfilled expectations, physical and emotional depletion,
and spiritual reveal. Here, in Canada, as a Tamil woman, I
confront what practicing the Varnam means to me in a
space that nurtures my many layers of longing and
exhaustion. Vasantham, the title of the film, is a Tamil word
describing the season of spring.

ASHVINI SUNDARAM (pronounced uh·sh-vi-NEE Su-ntha-rum) is an emerging dancer and choreographer
trained in the traditional style of Indian dance postcolonially known as bharatanatyam. Born in Singapore,
raised in Vancouver, and trained in Delhi, Ashvini explores identity and decoloniality through performance
work. She receives ongoing training from internationally acclaimed artist, Rama Vaidyanathan, and pursues a
Master of Fine Arts degree in dance at York University through the York Graduate Fellowship. She is the
recipient of prestigious awards such as the Chrystal Dance Prize from Dance Victoria and the Professional
Development Grant from the Canada Council for the Arts. Ashvini holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
Behavioural Neuroscience from the University of British Columbia and is also professionally trained in vocal
Carnatic music, South Indian rhythm, and ballet.
KAREN KAEJA is an award-winning performer, choreographer, project instigator and mentor. “The
mastermind behind Porch View Dances” Toronto Star, she develops platforms for collaborative relationships
between dancers and everyday people. Co-Artistic Director of Kaeja d’Dance with Allen Kaeja she is in The
Canadian Who’s Who, with awards including Dance Ontario Lifetime Achievement Award, CDA “I Love Dance”
Community Award, and Paul D. Fleck Fellowship. She was a finalist for the TAF Celebration of Cultural Life
Award, TAF Muriel Sherrin Award, NOW’s Best Local Choreographer and twice for NOW’s Best Dance
Company, plus 7 Dora Mavor Moore nominations. Commissioned and presented by performance series
around the world, she continues to collaborate with and dance for many of Canada’s brilliant choreographers.

canasiandance.com
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aWokening
Choreographer, Performer, Video editor

Winnie Ho

Dramaturge

Hanako Hoshimi-Caines

Lighting designer

Karine Gauthier

Sound designer

Moe Clark

Video producer

Jérémy Busque

Sound & Light Manager

Sophie Robert

Camera Operator

Guillaume Roberts Cambron

Camera Operator

Sasha Brunelle

Video Director

Maxine Côté

Sound Engineer

Jean-François Gagnon

Production Manager

Julie Deschênes

My creative process involves sensorial stimulations and embodiment of materials, which have been inspired
by my on-going research and relationship with my queer identity, Chinese diaspora and notions of pleasure
and play. I explore these topics by connecting to my Chinese culture and specifically, I aim to merge the
technique and methods of Cantonese (inhabitants from the province of Canton (Guangzhou) from southern
China) cooking into my diasporic research and dance-making process. I’m curious to embody concepts of
pan-frying 炒, marinating 醃 and wok-chi 鑊氣 - the flavour, tastes, and essence imparted by a wok which is a
specialized iron pan exclusively used in Cantonese cuisine. By sensorily examining methods and materials
used in Cantonese cuisine, I aim to connect, listen and move intimately with the external: material, space and
audience.

WINNIE HO is a dance performance artist who was born in Hong Kong and is currently living in
Montreal. Presently, she is finally allowing herself the autonomy to sit with and reflect on her
Chinese-Hong Kong diasporic past/present/future selves, through the lens of her queerness and
notions of pleasure/play. She was the recipient of the 2017 Danceweb Scholarship Program at
Impulstanz Festival in Vienna. Her installations and performances have been presented at Ponderosa
Festival in Germany, MIX Festival in New York City, Out There Festival in Portugal, as well as Articule
Gallery and La Centrale Galerie Powerhouse in Montreal. Her latest solo work, aWokening, was
commissioned by the CanAsian Dance Festival and Festival Accés Asie and presented by Tangente
Danse in January, 2021.
canasiandance.com
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moth
Created & Performed by

Maxine Heppner

Camera

Maxine Heppner

Lighting

3am June 20, 2020 Toronto street lamps

Editing

Maxine Heppner

Creative partner

Christos Giotis

Music

Edgardo Moreno

From series

3am June 20, 2020

Dedicated to: Hanafi & Dinda, Studio Hanafi, Depok Indonesia
Filmed in Toronto Canada.
Production of this film was entirely self-funded.
Gratitude for “In praise of shadows” by Jun’ichiro
Tanizaki” and for places that still have little electricity.
Heartfelt thanks to CanAsian Dance Festival for
presenting my works (including Moth, Nine bronze
pieces, Heron under observation), and the works of so
many artists over these years.
Japanese writer Jun'ichiro Tanizaki, in "In Praise of Shadows", writes how darkness does the opposite of
obscure, that the loss of edges and detail actually bring out essences of moment, spirit and connectedness,
that shadow, by distorting one's known expectations, enlightens the imagination. In “Moth” Maxine embraces
the inconsistencies of the environment’s existing light, sound, textures - and even the pixels on the screen,
intersecting with complex cycles of impulse, necessity, and dream, the whole forming what we see on screen.
Inside-outside is fluid. Nothing is in isolation. Her camera’s eye watches from a low angle, like a young one
crouching down below the walkway fascinated by the moth above drawn by the light.
MAXINE HEPPNER’s multi-heritage & international career, since the 1970’s, are constant catalysts for her
dedication to somatic intelligence as the source of arts expression & positive human interactions, be she
creating, performing, teaching, designing, writing, arts advocacy. Massive ensemble works (“audacious”),
intimate chamber concerts (“exposing heart of the human condition”), film, have been honoured by trust of
mentors, colleagues, & awards, commissions, citations of excellence from companies, festivals, institutions
in Canada, USA, Australia, Europe & Far East Asia where she is a welcomed resident artist since 1989. Her
Across Oceans Arts, since 1995, facilitates collaborative platforms for artists & public across viewpoints,
generations & ancestries in Canada, internationally & online> acrossoceans.org

canasiandance.com
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I AM HERE
Film Director and Performer

William Yong

Director of Photography

Oliver Salathiel

Editor

William Yong

Colourist

Oliver Salathiel

Writer

William Yong

Music

Kevin Graham. Artlist license 101395

Key Grip

Davey White

Film Production

W Zento Production

A short film originally for Cahoot Theatre's Supermodel
I AM HERE was initially a short film response for Cahoots Theatre's online programme 'Supermodel'. I was so
grateful for artistic director Tanisha Taitt, dramaturge Wallis Caldoza and the Cahoots team who initiated and
inspired me to make this short film. It was a daunting task to use one of my past experiences, that I had
never told publicly, to be the inspiration of the film project. Cahoots' Supermodel was liberating and I was just
honoured and humbled to be among those 18 extraordinary East Asian artists who responded to the myth of
Model Minority. The project task allowed a very limited timeframe to make a response inspired by other
artists' responses. I quickly wrote the text, my team and I spent one day to shoot it all after I got the source
materials from theatre artists Courtney Ch'ng Lancaster, Byron Abalos & Andrea Mapili. We ended up having
two days to edit and colour the film. An extended film will be released later this year. I hope you enjoy this
director's first short cut.
WILLIAM YONG is the artistic director of Zata Omm and W Zento Production. William has spent the last
seventeen years breaking new ground collaborating with artists, scientists and engineers in bold and
innovative ways. He has made Zata Omm a site for research focussing on the integration of dance,
technology and broader culture. W Zento Production is a film and video production house that has found its
way to be in demand for the vibrant short films industries. William was awarded 'Best Cinematography' for
his film, Monument, in Venice Shorts Film Awards, and an 'Award of Excellence' for Noppera-bō at the
One-Reeler Short Film Competition in Los Angeles.
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